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Tool use has been documented in a number of bird
species(E. 0. Wilson, 1975, Sociobiology, p. 172, Harvard Univ. Press,Cambridge). The use of twigs by the
WoodpeckerFinch Cactospizapallida to dig out insects
from tree bark and the habit of dropping stonesonto
eggsrecordedin Egyptian Vultures Neophron percnopterm are among the more well-known examples. In
corvids, the Common Raven Corvus corax is known
to drop bones in order to crack them, although this is
not tool use in the strict sense, meaning use of an
inanimate object as a functional extension of the animal’s own bodv (D. McFarland led.l.1987. The Oxford
companion to &&al
behavioui, p.-i75, dxford Univ.
Press, Oxford). The Common Raven has also been
reportedto loosenrocksand drop them onto intruders
(S. W. Janes,1976, Condor 78409) althoughthis finding has been suggestedby Bemd Heinrich (1988, Condor 90:270-271) to be an incidental consequenceof a
type of displacementbehavior found also in other corvids. I report here on a singlebut very clear observation
of tool useby the EastAfrican Fan-tailed Raven Corvus
rhipidurus.

On 7 December 1987 at a camping ground at Lake
Baringo, Kenya, I watched for several minutes a Fantailed Raven handlinga ping-pongball that it obviously believed to be an egg.When I first noticed the raven
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it was flying with the ball in its bill and landed some
20 m away from me. It dropped the ball to the ground
(in loose sand, so the ball did not bounce) and started
to hammer it with its bill in short burstsof activity for
about 30 set, without success.The raven then got hold
of a stone,about half the size of a fist, lying nearby. It
could not lift the stone (it seemedto try!) but dragged
it closeto the ball and, with the aid of its bill, flipped
the stone over the ball, again of coursewith no other
resultthan the ball rolling away a little. The raven then
picked up a smaller stone (2-3 cm in diameter) and,
holdina it in its bill. hit the ball with it four or five
times before dropping the stone(not on the ball). After
this last failure to crack the ball, the raven picked it
up and flew away.
Apparently, this bird had prior experiencewith eggs,
but unfortunately I have no idea from which species.
It is interestingthat the raven was “fooled” by an extremely light object such as a ping-pong ball, which
suggeststhat it judged the contentsof the object by its
appearanceonly, not by its mass.The observedaction
pattern when handling the “false egg” strongly indicated that at least this individual Fan-tailed Raven
regularly used stones as tools (in the strict sense) to
crack eggsthat resistedhammering by the bill. Unlike
the behavior of the Egyptian Vulture, this raven did
not drop the stoneonto the “egg.” However, it is quite
possiblethat this method is also used sometimes, as
the “behavioral step” from strikingthe eggwith a stone
to dropping the stone onto the eggis probably small.
I thank an anonymous reviewer for helpful comments.
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